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3 Morphology

Word formation processes in Yoruba are for the most part derivational and
not inflectional. Although certain pronominal forms do vary as a function of

tense/aspect (to be discussed below), both nouns and verbs are essentially

invariant— for example, nouns are neither declined for case nor inflected

for number and verbs are not conjugated for person, number or gender.

Word formation in Yoruba involves two basic processes: prefixation and
reduplication. In the following discussion, I will begin by looking at these

processes and then go on to examine certain morphological properties of

pronominal forms and ideophones.

There are several ways of deriving nominal forms from verbs (for some
discussion, see Rowlands (1969) pp. 182-93). These processes fall basically

into two classes: an 'abstract' class and an 'agentive' class. Prefixes of the

'agentive' class include a-, d- and olu-. The prefix a- productively attaches to

verb phrases — that is, a verb plus complements. Consider the following

examples: apdnid 'killer, murderer' (pa 'kill', enid 'people'); apeja

'fisherman' (pa 'kill', eja 'fish'), akowe 'clerk' (ko 'write' , iwe 'paper, book'),

akorin 'one who sings songs' (ko 'sing', orin 'song'), asegitd 'firewood seller'

(se 'snap off ', igi 'wood', td 'sell'), abenilori 'executioner' (be 'cut off ', eni

'person', ni '(syntactic marker— see discussion in section 4)', on 'head'),

abdolonjeku 'glutton' (bd 'accompany', olonje 'eater', ku 'die'). In all the

above examples, one observes a verb with one or two objects, in certain

cases with an additional verbal complement. Although the above cases all

illustrate derived nouns that denote a person who performs the relevant

action, nouns derived with a- can also indicate the object that performs the

action: abe 'razor, penknife' (be 'cut, slit'), ata 'that which stings' (ta 'sting'),

ase 'strainer' (se 'strain'), abomddfo 'enamelled ware' (bo 'fall', mad 'not',/<5

'break'). The last example (abomddfo) illustrates another property of these

derived nouns. In addition to prefixing a- to a single phrase, two phrases can

be involved in a construction of the form a+[X]+ra«fl+[Y] with the

interpretation 'one who Xes but does not Y' (note that mad is the particle

used syntactically to negate an imperative). The following are additional

examples of this process: alomddddgbere 'one who leaves without saying

goodbye' (lo 'go', ddgbere 'bid goodbye'), aldpdmddsise 'lazybones (person

who has arms but does not work)' (ni 'have', apd 'arm', sise 'work'),

aldgbdramddmerd 'person who is strong but indecisive' (ni 'have', agbdra

'force, power', merd 'be sensible').

The prefix d- is comparable to a- except that it is less productive.

Phonologically, o- harmonises with the base to which it attaches producing

the two variants d-lo- (although this harmony does not appear to be fully

productive); in addition, this prefix induces certain tonal changes in the

verb. Consider the following examples: dsise 'workman, worker' (se 'do', ise

'work'), omowe 'educated person' (mo 'know', Iwe 'book'), djise
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'messenger', (je 'answer', ise 'message'), dmuti 'drunkard' (mu 'drink', oti

'spirits'). This prefix appears to be involved in the very large class of nouns

derived from a verb phrase headed by the verb ni 'have, possess': onibdtd

'shoe-maker' (bdtd 'shoes'), onimotd 'car-owner' (moid 'car'), oniboti 'malt-

seller, owner of malt' (boti 'malt'). These derived nouns have the meanings

'owner of X' or 'person who deals with X' (such as a seller of X or a person

who makes X); they can also mean 'thing that has X' (for example, aso olond

'cloth which has decorations on it' (aso 'cloth', ond 'decoration'), obe eleran

'stew with meat in it' (obe 'stew', eran 'meat')). The last two examples

illustrate the application of some completely regular phonological processes

that affect these words. Recall from the previous section that [n] is actually

an allophone of III. When the noun following /If/ ([ni]) begins with a vowel,

the vowel of /If/ deletes: /o+lf+era/ -> o+l+erd. Since there is no longer a

nasalised vowel to trigger nasalisation of /l/, III surfaces in its oral form. In

addition, these forms show evidence of a morphophonemic rule of vowel

assimilation: the [o] of the agentive prefix completely assimilates to the

following vowel when the nasality of ni is lost: o+l-¥erd -* e+l+erd. The

following are some additional examples of these processes: o+ni+aso ~»

aldso 'cloth-seller' (aso 'cloth'), o+ni+epo -> elepo 'oil-seller' (epo 'oil').

Note that if the object of ni begins with i, there is no loss of nasality and no

assimilation: o+ni+igi-* onigi 'wood-seller' (igi 'wood').

Some examples of the third agentive prefix mentioned above are as

follows: oluko 'teacher' (ko 'teach'), olufe loved one; lovef (fe love'),

oluso 'guardian' (so 'watch'), olukore 'harvester' (kore 'gather in the

harvest').

With respect to the prefixes that form abstract nouns from verb phrases,

there are basically two: i- and a-. Both prefixes may attach to a simple verbal

base: into 'knowledge' (mo 'know'), dlo 'going' (lo 'go'). In such cases,

however, the a- derivative will tend to be used in wishes and prayers

(Rowlands 1969, p. 185), while .the l- derivative has a more neutral usage.

When the base involves serial verb sequences (see section 4), the tendency is

to use d-\ dseju 'doing to excess' (se 'do', ju 'exceed'), dsetdn 'doing to

completion' (se 'do', tan 'finish'), dseti 'attempting to do and failing' (se 'do',

ti 'fail'). Words derived with the prefix a- can also have a locative

interpretation (for example, dkd 'granary' (kd 'reap')) or a resultative

interpretation (for example, dfimo 'appendix to a book' (fimo 'add thing to

another thing')). Although the first example with the prefix i- was with a

simple verb stem, it is much more common to find i- with a verb plus

complements: ibinu 'anger' (bi 'annoy', inu 'stomach'), indwo 'expenditure

of money' (nd 'spend', owo 'money'), ilosiwdju 'progress' (lo 'go', si 'to',

iwdju 'front'), ifesekole 'walking away slowly and dejectedly' (fi
'put', ese

'foot', ko 'turn towards', He 'ground'). In many cases, i- and a- can be freely

substituted for each other (for example, isoye, dsoye 'explanation'). Finally,

i- (like a-) can have non-abstract interpretations in certain cases: idi 'bundle'
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(di 'tie'), irdnse 'messenger, servant' (ran 'send
1

, ise 'message') . One
morphological difference between i- and a- lies in their ability to appear in

combination with certain other affixes. This question will be returned to

below.

The two prefixes dti- and di- are used in Infinitival' or 'gerundive' forms;

dti- is used in affirmative forms while di- is used in negative forms: atilo 'act of

going, departure' (lo
4

go'), ati pa a 'to kill him' (pa a 'kill him'), dti raso yen

'to buy that dress' (rd 'buy', aso 'dress', yen 'that'), dtisun 'sleeping' (sun

'sleep'); diddra 'not being good' (darn 'be good'), dilowoto 'not having

enough money' (ni
i

have', owo 'money', to 'be enough'), dininkanpupo 'not

having many things' (m 'have', hkan 'thing', pupo 'many'), dimo 'ignorance'

(mo 'know').

It is possible to combine the prefixes d- and di- as follows: d+[X]+di+[Y],
Such a word will have the interpretation 'to X without Ying', 'thing that Xes
but does not Y', 'thing that is Xed but not Yed', etc. (note that the

phonological form of di is modified by certain regular morphophonemic
rules): djeijetdn 'eating without finishing' (d+je+di+je+tdn: je 'eat', tan

'finish'), dbuibutdn 'inexhaustibility, endlessness' (d+bu+di+bu+tdn: bit

'dip out', tan 'finish'), dwiigbo 'disobedience' (d+wi+di+gbo: wi 'speak',

gbo 'listen').

Amongst the more interesting word formation processes of Yoruba are a

variety of types of reduplication— both partial reduplication and complete

reduplication. In some cases, the process involves the addition of affixal

material while in other cases reduplication is all that is involved. Complete
reduplication can be used to express intensification: pupo 'much',pupopupo
'very much'; die 'little', diedie 'very little'. Complete reduplication can also

be used with numerals to mean 'a group of X' (where X is a number) or 'all

X'. Cardinal numerals in Yoruba have two forms, a morphologically simple

form used for counting and a prefixed form used as a noun or adjective. To
obtain the 'group' interpretation, the prefix (md) is added prior to

reduplication: mejimeji 'two by two' (eji 'two'), metdmetd 'three by three'

(eta 'three'), merindinldgunmerindinlogun 'sixteen by sixteen'

(eerindinlogun 'sixteen'). To obtain the universally quantified form,

reduplication takes place prior to prefixation of ma: mejeeji 'both'

(md+eji+eji: eji 'two'), meteeta 'all three' (md+eta+eta: eta 'three'),

rnereerindlnlogun 'all sixteen' (md+erin+erin+din+ni+ogun: eerindin-

logun 'sixteen'). Related to such cases are reduplications involving nouns of

time: odoodun 'every year' (odun+odun: odun 'year'), osoosu 'every

month' (osu+osu: osu 'month'), osoose 'every week' (ose+o$e: ose 'week').

In addition to such cases, complete reduplication may involve the addition

of a formative in between two reduplicated nouns. One common such

process involves the formative ki: [X]+ki+[X]. The resulting nouns mean
'any kind of X' and often have a derogatory connotation. Consider the

following examples: enikeni 'any person' (eni+ki-¥eni: eni 'person'),
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ewekewe 'any leaf at all; useless leaves' (ewe+ki+ewe: ewe leaf '), ijokijo

'whatever dancing; indecent dancing' (ijo+ki+ijo: ijo 'dancing'). This type

of reduplication with ki is extremely productive with abstract nouns derived

with the prefix 1-: indkuna 'extravagance' (i+nd+ki+i+nd: nd 'spend') (note

that the change of [i] to [u] in these forms is fairly regular), isokuso

'nonsense' (i+so+ki+i+so: so 'speak').

Apart from such examples of complete reduplication, Yoruba has a

productive process of partial reduplication that is used to derive a nominal

form from a verb. For this process, the initial consonant of a verb is copied

and this copied consonant is followed by a high-toned [i]: Mo 'going' (lo

'go'), siso 'speaking' (so 'speak'), riri 'seeing' (ri 'see').

It is also possible in Yoruba to derive agentive nominals by reduplicating a

sequence of a verb and its object : jagunjagun 'warrior' (jd 'fight' , ogun 'war')

,

kolekole 'burglar' (ko 'steal', He 'house'), beriberi 'executioner' (be 'cut off,

ori 'head'), jedijedi 'haemorrhoids' (je 'consume', idi 'bottom').

Before leaving the topic of reduplication, it is appropriate to discuss at

least briefly the phenomenon of ideophones. Ideophones are notoriously

difficult to define— both in general and with respect to a single language.

What is clear, however, is that there is a class of words in Yoruba which have

rather distinctive and interesting properties. Reduplication is one of these

properties— although as has already been seen above, reduplication is not

restricted to ideophones. Consider the following examples: kesekese 'of

surrounding being dead quiet', rokiroki 'of being red', rdddrodo 'of being

bright', rubuturubutu 'of round object', korobotokoroboto 'of being fat',

potopoto 'soft mud', dddoddd 'of coming up brightly', ramuramu 'of a loud

noise (e.g. lion's)', gbdldgbdld 'of wobbling movement (e.g. of a fish)',

jdlajdlajdldjald 'of shabby appearance', gogdrogdgdrogdgdrogogoro 'of

several things being tall', suusuusuu 'of perching or assembling in an area'.

The above ideophones involve two, three or four repetitions of a sequence.

The tonal possibilities for ideophones correlate in many instances with

semantic information— for example, the LHLH pattern ofgbdldgbdld seen

above occurs in forms indicating 'lack of smoothness of activity'. Changes in

the tonal pattern of an ideophone can have marked semantic consequences.

For example, in the following set of ideophones, a low tone correlates with

largeness or heaviness, a high tone correlates with smallness or lightness and

a mid tone indicates an average value : rdgddd 'of a big round object' , rogodo

'of an average round object', rogodo 'of a small round object'. Moreover,

the quality of the vowel in such words turns out to be semantically significant

in such ideophones as well. While o indicates roundness, replacement of o

by u serves to indicate weight (with the same degree distinction possibilities

correlated with tone): rugudu 'large (heavier) object', rugudu 'medium

(heavy) object', rugudu 'small (slightly heavy) object'. In some cases, there

is no obvious source for an ideophone (or at least, no semantically related

source). In other cases, an ideophone can be related both semantically and
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phonologically to a source morpheme. For example, keekeekee 'in small

bits' can be seen to derive from kere 'small' with the application of

reduplication, r-deletion and certain tonal changes. In this respect, it should
be noted that rules applying to ideophones can typically be observed to

apply elsewhere in the language — to non-ideophones. For example, r-

deletion applies in the derivation of many ideophones but also applies in

many other cases— such as, in deriving the variant Yodbd for Yoruba (vowel
assimilation in this example is triggered by r-deletion).

Although it was noted at the beginning of this section that Yoruba word-
formation processes tend to be derivational, this section will conclude with a

short discussion of certain inflectional processes observed in the pronominal
system. Yoruba has two classes of pronouns (to be discussed further in

section 4). While one class of pronouns is invariant (just like regular nouns),

the second class of pronouns varies as a function of grammatical relation and
tense/aspect/polarity. For illustration, examples will be given of first and
third person singular pronominal forms: subject (for appropriate tense/

aspect/polarity): mo binu 'I was angry' (mo T), 6 mo Eko 'he/she knows
Lagos' (6 'he/she'); subject (before the negative marker kd): n kd mo 'I

don't know' [n (k)6 m5] (n T) or mi kd mo [mi (k)o m5] (mi T), kd mo 'he/

she doesn't know' (0 'he/she'); subject (before the future marker a): ma a lo

'I will go' (ma T), a a lo 'he/she will go' (a 'he/she'); object: 6 rimi 'he/she

saw me' (mi 'me'), mo Hi 'I saw her/him/it' (i 'her/him/it'), je e 'eat it' (e 'it'),

fa a 'pull it' (a 'it'). The last three examples illustrate the fact that the form of

the third person singular pronoun object is dependent on the verb that it

follows: whatever the quality of the vowel of the verb, the pronoun will have
the same quality. Moreover, the tone of object pronouns depends on the

tone of the verb: if the verb is mid or low, then the pronoun is high; if the

verb is high, then the pronoun is mid. The above examples are not

exhaustive— for example, additional forms are required in possessive noun
phrases. But they are representative of the morphological changes in both
segmental make-up and tone that characterise the various syntactically

determined pronominal forms.

4 Syntax

In this section, three basic areas of Yoruba syntax will be discussed: word
order properties, clitic pronominals and serial verbs. Consider first

properties of word order. Given the paucity of inflectional morphology— in

particular, the absence of morphological case marking — it is relatively

unsurprising that Yoruba is highly configurational. In the following

discussion, word order properties of major constituents will be described

and illustrated.
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With respect to basic word order, Yoruba is SVO (subject-verb-object);

baba ra bata

father buy shoes

'Father bought shoes.'

If a verb takes more than one object, then both objects follow the verb. The
second object in such a case is preceded by a semantically empty preposition

Ade fun Tolu ni owo
Ade give Tolu prep, money
Ade gave Tolu money.'

In a comparable fashion, when a verb takes a verbal complement, such a

complement follows the verb:

Taiwo ro pe 6 sanra

Taiwo think that he/she fat

'Taiwo thought that he/she was fat.'

Adverbials generally follow the verb (as in the first example below), but

there is a small class of adverbials that precede the verb (as in the second

example):

ko sanra rara

neg. fat at all

'He/she is not fat at all.'

6 sese lo

he/she just go

'He/she has just gone.'

Tense and aspect in Yoruba are expressed by particles that appear between

the subject and the verb. For example, the following sentences illustrate the

placement of the perfective aspect marker ti and the future tense marker a:

6 ti ku
he/she perf. die

'He/she is/was dead.'

ore mi a lo

friend my fut. go

'My friend will go.'

To form a yes-no question, a particle can be added at the beginning of the

sentence (se, hje) or at the end of the sentence (bi):
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se Ojo lo?

nje 6jo lo?

Ojo lo bf?

'Did Ojo go?' (lo 'go')

Turning our attention to the noun phrase, it can be seen that the head of

the phrase appears in initial position. Hence, adjectives occur post-

nominally:

aja funfun

dog white

'white dog'

Possessive noun phrases appear after the noun possessed:

fila Akande
cap Akande
'Akande's cap'

Determiners and demonstratives appear after the head noun:

omo naa

child the

'that child' (definite determiner)

Similarly, a relative clause is placed post-nominally:

eni ti 6 wa
person rel. he/she come
'the person who came'

As far as numerals are concerned, the appropriate word order depends on
the individual case. For examples below 'one hundred and ninety', numerals

that are not multiples of ten are placed after the noun:

aja meji

dog two
'two dogs'

Numerals that are multiples of ten are placed before the noun (starting from

'twenty'):

ogun aja

twenty dog
'twenty dogs'

But in spite of the prenominal appearance of a numeral like 'twenty',

derivatives of such a numeral appear post-nominally:
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aja mejilelogun

dog twenty-two

'twenty-two dogs' (two over twenty)

As can be seen from the above examples, noun phrases and verb phrases are

head-initial. Prepositional phrases are also head-initial (as is obvious from

the terminology):

ni oja

at market
'at the market'

Hence in general, the head of a phrase in Yoruba comes at the beginning.

While a short discussion such as this cannot even attempt to cover all

important properties of word order in Yoruba, it would nevertheless be

remiss to wind up without at least mentioning the extremely common 'focus'

construction. This construction is derived by fronting a constituent which is

marked by the morpheme ni. The fronted constituent can be an argument of

the verb (for example, subject or object); it can be an adjunct (for example,

a locative or temporal adjunct); the fronted constituent can even be the verb

itself ('predicate cleft'):

emi ni Tolu ri

me foe. Tolu see

'It's me that Tolu saw.' (object)

nf ile ni 6 ti bere

at house foe. it perf. start

'It was in the house that it started.' (adjunct)

rira ni baba ra bata

buying foe. father buy shoes

'Father BOUGHT shoes.'

As can be seen in the last example, when the emphasised element is the verb,

a nominalised form of the verb appears in focus position and the verb itself

continues to appear in its appropriate place inside the clause. In a similar

way, if the subject is focused, a pronominal form must replace the fronted

noun phrase in subject position:

emi ni 6 lo

me foe. 3 sg. go

'It's I that went'

Note that in such constructions, the 'third person singular' pronoun can be

used without actually implying any qualities of person or number; in such a

sentence, the pronoun serves simply to mark the subject position that the

fronted constituent came from. It is possible to focus the possessor of a noun
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phrase. In such a case (as with subjects), a pronominal form will replace the

fronted noun phrase; and as with subjects, the 'third person singular'

morphological form may be used with a semantically neutral interpretation

in such cases:

baba ni ile re wo
father foe. house his collapse

'It was father whose house collapsed.'

As a final point about the focus construction, content questions are formed
by placing the appropriate question word in focus position. The properties

of such sentences are comparable to those of the non-interrogative focus

sentences seen above. Two examples are given below:

ta ni Tolu ri ore re

who foe. Tolu see friend his/her

'Whose friend did Tolu see?'

ni ibo ni 6 lo

at where foe. he/she go
'Where has he/she gone?'

At several points in the above discussion, reference has been made to

pronominal forms. For example, in the discussion of morphology, it was
seen that pronominal forms vary as a function of their syntactic environment

and it was noted above that pronominal forms fill in certain positions in focus

constructions. As mentioned in the morphology section, however, there are

two classes of pronouns in Yoruba— and both properties just mentioned

hold of the 'weak' class. In fact, the 'weak' and 'strong' classes turn out to be

distinguished on phonological, morphological and syntactic grounds. The
strong pronouns behave simply like a true noun phrase. Phonologically, they

fit the canonical pattern for Yoruba nouns; morphologically, they are

invariant. Syntactically, their distribution parallels that of non-pronominal

noun phrases. The weak pronouns, on the other hand, are systematically

distinguished from non-pronominal noun phrases. Phonologically, weak
pronouns are the only nominal forms that can be of a single syllable. They
are also the only forms whose tonal specifications can vary depending on the

context — as seen above with weak object pronouns. It has already been

shown that the morphological form of weak pronouns varies — unlike

regular nominals. Syntactically, the distribution of weak pronouns is quite

restricted. For example, weak pronouns cannot be conjoined or modified

(although strong pronouns and regular nouns can be). Weak pronouns occur

only in a restricted set of syntactic positions; for example, they cannot

appear in focus position and they cannot appear with interrogative particles

such as da 'where?' and nko 'what about?' (while both strong pronouns and
non-pronominal noun phrases can). Such properties suggest that the strong
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pronouns are indeed pronominal nouns — and therefore show the

distribution of nouns. Weak pronouns, on the other hand, can be analysed as

clitics— with their morphological and phonological shape dependent on the

constituent to which they are attached. By analysing them as clitics, their

restricted syntactic distribution can be explained.

Apart from the properties just mentioned, there is a particularly

interesting set of differences between the two pronominal sets. Consider the

following sentences:

Dada ro pe 6 sanra

Dada think that he fat

'Dada thought that he (someone else) was fat.' (weak pronoun)

Dada ro pe dun sanra

Dada think that he fat

'Dada thought that he himself was fat.' (strong pronoun)

In the sentence with the weak pronoun, the pronoun must refer to someone
other than Dada; in the sentence with the strong pronoun, the pronoun must

refer to Dada. This difference in interpretation involves reference to the

syntactic configuration; it is not due simply to lexical properties of the strong

and weak pronouns. Compare, for example, the following sentence

including a strong pronoun with the sentence above that also had a strong

pronoun:

Tolu so pe dun ni 6 wa
Tolu say that he/she foe. he/she come
'Tolu said that it was he/she who came.'

In this sentence, the pronoun dun (a strong pronoun) may either refer to

Tolu or to someone else. That is, the pronoun dun in the sentence with an

embedded focus construction may or may not refer to the preceding subject.

But the pronoun dun in the sentence with a simple (non-focus) embedded
clause must refer to the preceding subject. Comparable syntactic

considerations also determine whether a weak pronoun is interpreted as

coreferential to a preceding subject. Compare the above example with a

weak pronoun to the following sentence:

E>upe ri ta aso bi 6 se ri ta osan

Dupe prog, sell cloth as she do prog, sell orange

'Dupe sells cloth the way she sells oranges.'

In this sentence, unlike the previous one, the weak pronoun not only can be

interpreted as referring to the preceding subject, but it is normally

interpreted in that way. The difference in interpretation is again due to

syntactic differences: the weak pronoun in the earlier sentence is contained
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in a clausal complement to the verb in the main clause; the weak pronoun in

the later sentence is contained in a manner adjunct. The correct

interpretation of a pronoun in Yoruba therefore depends on two basic

factors: (1) whether the pronoun belongs to the strong class or the weak

class; and (2) the nature of the syntactic configuration within which the

pronoun appears.

Serial verb constructions are the final topic to be discussed in this section.

In Yoruba, as in many Kwa languages, one finds sentences in which strings of

verb phrases appear consecutively without any intervening conjunction or

subordinator. Such sentences are extremely common and exhibit a number

of interesting properties. Consider the following examples:

6 gbe e wa
he/she carry it come
'He/she brought it.'

won gbe e la

they carry it go

They took it away.'

In this type of example, the second verb indicates the direction in which the

first action took place. In such a case, the subject of the second verb is ais<j>

the subject of the first verb. It is also possible, however, for the subject of th<b

second verb to be the object of the first verb:

6 ti mi subu

he/she push me fall

'He/she pushed me and I fell.'

In such a sentence , it is the object of ti 'push' who falls— and not the subject.

Two transitive ver^s can be combined in a serial verb construction. In some

such examples, the serial verb sequence will have two object noun phrase^:

6 pon omi kun kete

he/she draw water fill pot

'He/she drew water and filled the pot.'

In many examples, however, a single object appears in between the two

transitive verbs— and is interpreted as the object of both verbs:

6 ra eran je

he/she buy meat eat

'He/she bought meat and ate it.'

6 ra maluii ta

he/she buy cow sell

'He/she bought a cow in order to sell.'
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In many examples syntactically comparable to the last two, the meaning of

the pair of verbs ranges from being idiomatic but related to the individual

verbs' meanings to being completely opaque:

6 gba oro naa gbo
he/she accept matter the hear

'He/she believed the matter.' (gbd ... gbo 'believe')

6 ba keke mi je

he/she bicycle my
'He/she spoiled my bicycle.' (ba ... je 'spoil')

Many constructions that might be thought to involve categories other than

verbs can be shown to involve serial verb sequences. For example, consider

the word/wn in the following sentence:

6 ta a fun mi
he/she sell it 'to' me
'He/she sold it to me.'

One might think that fun in such a sentence is a preposition. In fact,

however, the properties of this word are verbal and not prepositional. For

example, it can take object clitics such as mi; prepositions do not take

pronominal clitics. The word fun can be nominalised by the process of

partial reduplication: fifun (just like a verb). In addition, fun appears as a

main verb meaning 'give':

6 fun mi ni owo
he/she give me prep, money
'He/she gave me some money.'

Recall that the ni that appears in such a sentence is a semantically empty

preposition marking a second object to a verb.

The above discussion of serial verbs does not even vaguely attempt to be

exhaustive. Serial verb constructions are used in many ways other than those

described here— and in many cases the syntactic properties are somewhat

different. Without a doubt, what are being called 'serial verb constructions'

actually refer to several distinguishable syntactic types. What is probably of

most interest is that various syntactic constructions use morphologically

indistinguishable verbs and use them in syntactic phrases that themselves do

not involve overt markers to distinguish construction types.
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